Toroidal Packaging of pDNA into Block Ionomer Micelles Exerting Promoted in Vivo Gene Expression.
Selectively spooling single plasmid DNA (pDNA), as a giant polyelectrolyte, into a nanosized toroidal structure or folding it into a rod-like structure has been accomplished by polyion complexation with block catiomers to form polymeric micelles in varying NaCl concentrations. The interactive potency between the pDNA and block catiomers was determined to play a critical role in defining the ultimate structure of the pDNA; the formation of toroidal or rod-like structures was achieved by complexation in 600 or 0 mM NaCl solutions, respectively. Compared with the rod-like structure, the toroidal structure possessed superior biological functions capable not only of elevating in vitro transcription but also of elevating in vivo gene transduction efficiency. This demonstrated the great utility of the toroidal pDNA packaging as a distinct structured gene carrier. Furthermore, the fact that the NaCl concentration at which the toroidal structure was specifically formed corresponds to seawater stimulates interest in this ordered nanostructure as a possible inherent structure for DNA.